Methodology Used by Task Forces
Clearly stating the questions and methods
Using comprehensive searoh methods to locate
relevant studies
Using explicit methods to determine which articles to
include
Carefully assessing the validity of the primary studies
with methods that are reproducible and free from bias
Analyzing the variation between the findings of relevant
studies
Appropriately combining the findings of the primary
studies
Ensuring that the conclusions are supportable from the
data cited
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Evidence-Based Periodontal
Treatment, ii. Predictabie
Regeneration Treatment

TASK
FORCE

GOALS
Michael G. Newman '
Michael K. McGuire"

In the last 10 yeats, technologic
and biologic advarices have hastened the extensive use of regenerative treatmetit fot periodontal,
peri-implant, and bone augmentation applications.' The body of literature on clinical regenetative
tteatment documents one of the
Ciinical experience, technrcai ability, and intuition are indispensable but ore no
most important therapeutic
longer sufficient as the sole clinical skiits necessary fa provide fhe best outcomes approaches in dentisfty. Despite
from periodontal and peri-implanf regeneratian treafment. This article describes a
reports of clinical success with
comprehensive and rigorous méthodologie framework fo assess fhe ovaiiable evidence cantained within the literature. This assessment tooi is referred to as the evi-guided tissue regeneration (GTR),
dence-based mefhod. The methodoiogy was used by a series of fask forces con- the maiti dilemma for a majority of
vened to evaiuate fhree common areas of clinical regenerative treatment The
practitioners is determining its premajor goals of these task torces were: (1 ) to increase the sfrengfh of the inferencedictability on on individual patient
that practitianers can derive fram the base af knowiedge contained within the liter-basis. The systematic incorporation
ature, (2) fo develop aigorithms fo improve the predictability of regeneration treatment, and (3)todetermine methods that can be used to predictably transfer the of new knowiedge (evidence),
together with clinical Judgment
voiueo/ffieropj'foffiepQf/enr, (Int J Petiodont Rest Dent 1995:15:116-127.)
and personal experience, c a n
improve
treatment
results.
Scientifically valid information cati
reduce the variation in outcomes
and improve the overall effectiveness of clinical practice,^
Regenetation of fhe periodon'Ptivote Ptootice, Beverly Hüls. Caiifotnia: Adjunct Professot,
fium has been described in the litUnivetsity of Caiifotnia, Los Angeles. School ot Dentistry, Las
erature^ for almosf 30 years, but it
Angeles, Caiifotnia: Medical Science Systems, Newport Beach,
ColifoiniQ.
was not until the development of
**Private Ptactice, Houston, Texas: Assistont Ctinicol Ptofessor,
GTR that its widespread applicaUniversity of Texas, Dental Branch, Houston, Texas: Assisfont Ciinicai
tion was incorpotdted into routine
Ptotessot, Univetsity of Texas, Dentai Branch. San Antonio. Texas,
practice. Some of the previously
c o n d u c t e d research, significant
Reptint requests: Dt Michael G. Newman. 809 Alma Reoi Dr,
when published, did not conform
Pacific Palisades, California 90272.
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to current méthodologie requirements. Currently there is a great
opportunity to establish a baseline
ot evidence, evaluated for occuracy and validity, trom which future
ciinioal guidelines, clinical decisioris, and research can be developed. At a time when individual
patients and third parties require
mare predictability fram therapy,
improvements in "traditional" ciinioal deoision-making processes can
erihance the opportunity for a successful result."'" Patients' deoision
making about oost-benefit oonsiderations is retined when they have
clear ohoices and relevant estimates of the prediciability of
the autcames (end points) from
treatment.'"''
In 1992. the authors began a
lorge-scale i n d e p e n d e n t evidence-based evaluation of the literature that supports the validity
and predictability of olinioal
regenerative treatment. The development of the projeot began with
the assistance of an independent
meeting organizer (Qi Enterprises)
and a sponsor (WL Gore). The project consisted cf the tarmation and
meeting of four fask forces
assigned fo evaluafe the evidence
in taur areas ot regenerative treatment. The results of their deliberatioris were planned to be disseminated to communities of
interest through an international

symposium and by publioation in a
peer-reviewed Journal. Although
this project was supported by an
educational grant from industry,
participants in the process understaad that this was a scientific,
educatianai projeot with no pred e t e r m i n e d ccnciusions. The
authors were sclely respcnsible tar
the scientific oonfent ot the prcJect. Three at four task foroe meetings were Informally audited by
independent third-party observers.

Evaluation of the evidence
When scientific evidence and
expert guidance are availabie, the
practitioner is obligated ta incorporate new intormation into his or
her clinical practice. To perform an
adequate assessment of the available infarmatian, the evaluation
must use objective and reprcduoible methods. The process outlined in this report has relied heavily orí the evidence-based
medicine approach developed by
the Evidenoe-Bdsed Medicine
Working Group in Ontario,
Canada'^-'" and the 1989 World
Wcrksfiop in Ciinioal Periodontios.'
These methods underscore the
importance oi establishing an
explicit, repraducible tramework tc
evaluate the literature. In general,
systematic, unbiased, and objective evaluations increase the literature's oiinicai applicability.^ in the
absence of the evidence-based
approach, the practitioner must be
cautious about the interpretation
of information derived fram ciinicai
experience and Intuition, because
it can be misieading.
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The rules of evidence that
have been develcped ta guide
the evoluation are based on the
quality and significance ot the evidence and on the ability of the
intormdtion to be applied fo oiinicai periodontal and implant freatment. In general, the guidelines
developed by the World Workshop
in Clinical Periodonfics^ and the
Agency for Health Care Policy and
Researoh'^ were used to determine the type of liferature thdt
would quality as evidence. For
example, abstracts were not considered to be a c c e p t a b l e
because there is offen na way fc
adequately assess the methods
and materials used, and there is
usually insutfioient detail to permit
the kind ot evaludtion that is
neoessdry.
The establishment of standard
objectives was tundamental to
achieving objectivity and consistency throughout the task force
process. The use of explicit ruies
represents one of the most significant differences between the evidence-based appraach and traditionai reviews of the iiterature. A
major goal of evidence-based
periodontal treatment^ was to
demonstrate the feasibility of
applying fhe rules at evidence to
the literoture on regenerative treatment. Several objectives were used
tc guide task force proceedings.
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dearly stating the questions
and methods
A cleor statement ot the questior^
focuses the target of the literature
search and permits clinicians to
use appropriate guides to assess
the validity of the articles. Eaoh
task force was provided with a
comprehensive a n d d e t o i i e d
workbook c o n t a i n i n g explicit
instructions. Tables, charts, and
decision trees (algorithms) for
e a c h chosen focus area were
included by ttie organizers as a
starting point for further development by the task torce.

Using explicit methods to determine which articles to include
Articles that discussed the strategy
rriethods, and background for evidence retrieval and onalysis were
provided to the task torce porticipants, with permission, trom the
Agency for Health Care Policy and
Research,'^ the Division of Heaith
Care Services of the Institute of
Medioine,'* a n d the National
Library of Medicine Collection
Access S e c t i o n , ' ' as well as
individual authors.

Using comprehensive search
methods to locate relevant
studies

Carefuliy analyzing the variation between the findings of
the relevant studies

A comprehensive eiectronio
search of the worid literature
on a particular facet of regeneroticn was c o n d u c t e d bv the
reviewer.'^"" The Proceedings of
ttie World Workshop in Ciinicai
Periodontics^ ond the United
Stotes Air Force's review of the literature on regeneration^ were provided to all pcrticiponts as an
odjunct to the review. Task torce
participants also provided additional references.

To accurately evaiuate the voriotion ond/or differences between
different studies of regenerotion,
the ciinician must ensure that
accurate and appropriate onalytiocl tectiniques were used.'"•^^-^'^
Differences between clinical and
stotisticol significance must be
expiicitiv anaiyzed. it is here that
many studies often confuse "proot
of principle," cr abiiity to demonstrate success, with scientific evidence. MoGuire ond Newman'
tiave Suggested that clinioai interpretation by gifted ciinicians connot substitute for controiied, unbiosed d a t o for the purpose of
treatment predictability. Ttie randomized clinical trial is the gold
stondard of evidence, but there
are relatively few randomized ciiniooi triais in the iiterature on regeneration. Consecutive controlled
case studies are good evidence
fcr demonstrating clinicai success
(not predictobility), and case
reports estoblish proof of principle
that a tectinique has the potentiai
to achieve the desired gool.
Results from cose reports and
reports on a series of patients, however, do allow weak inferences
obout the treatment. In regenerative treatment, many variables,
some of whioh are not a direct
port of the treatment itself, influence the outcome. These confounding variabies include bias,
c h o n c e events, systemic influences, psychologicai factors, diet,
materials, patient and site preparation,
^^^'

Carefully assessing the validity
of the primary studies with
methods that are reproducible
and free from bias
Using the explicitly stated goal(s)
of the study as a framework tor
evaluation, the task torce was
asked to determine if the measures thiat were used to assess the
outcome were appropriate. A citation evaluation form was used as a
guide (Fig 1), For example, if o
study used probing pocket depth
OS the soie measure of success in o
trial where connective tissue reattachment was the primary goai of
treatment, could the authors justify
claims of successful regenerotion?
Were the primary and secondary
measurements of the study's outoome accurate and complete,
and were there adequate sofeguards to ensure that study participation itseif did not alter the end
results ot the study?^'-22
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Citation Evaluation Form*
(Use for each citation)
Citation

Rank' 'Relevant study
'Possibly relevant
'Irrelevant study

Bibliograpiiy style: int J Periodont Rest Dent
Classify by study design: The following iist is in rank order, witii the most important at the
top of the iist:
Randomized, bunded iongitudinai ciinicai trials with histoiogy
Randomized, blinded longitudinai ciinicai triais witiiout histology
Cohort or iongitudinai studies
Case-controiied studies
Noncontroiled case studies
Descriptive studies
indirect evidence—Animai studies
indirect evidence—Laboratory studies
identify design flaws and biases:
Sampie size

Statisticai power sufficient

Patientydefect seiection bias

Adequate inciusion criteria

Seiection of controi group

Randomization methods

Clear acceptable definition of the outcome measures
Validity of conciusions

Other

Determine the generalizabiiity of conclusions:
Representative study population

Reproducibiiity in private
practice setting

Other evaluation criteria (use additionai pages as necessary):

Fig 1 Citation evaluation form for assessing fhe validity af the primary sfudies.
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Appropriafeiy
combining the
findings of ftie primary studies

The evidence-based
process

Results from many odequately performed and onalyzed studies were
combined by explicit semiquantifative methods (describod lafer). In
one tasi< force, meta-analysis wos
used to evaluate the evidence.^^
Throughouf the discussion about
the evidence, the participants
used the information contoined in
ttie evoluotion form (see Fig 1) as a
guide fo group the citations into
three general categories: relevant,
possibly relevant, or irreievont. This
evoluation was used to develop
ftie listing of supportive evidence.

Theropy should be based on reproducible scientific dota. Whenever
possibie, the only variabilitv in success rafes should be offribufed to
clinical judgment and experience
or known patient differences
Scientists ond experienced clinicians musf be oble fo tormulafe
evidence-bo sed ciinicai guidelines
fhat can be used to predictably
improve outcomes. For on
overview of the evidence-based
process in periodontal therapy, see
fhe orticle by McGuire a n d
Newman.^

tnsuring that fhe conclusions
are supportable from the data
cited

Areas of

This phase of evaluation of fhe evid e n c e was clearly the most
d e m a n d i n g a n d difticulf to
achieve, in almost all cases,
occeptance of an article os pivofai evidence required justification, a c o o r d i n g fo the rules of
evidence, by the individual particip a n t c i t i n g the study. D e b a t e
about the relevance of specific
articles was transformed into confidential vofing via anonymous
electronic technoiogy (OptionFinder, described later).A composite net value rating was entered as
fhe ievei of evidence tor o parficuiar fherapy fo achieve fhe design a f e d o u t c o m e . The summary
report from each fasi< force documenfed the final outcome of the
evidence evaiuotion
^^^^

evaluofion

Because there aie some foctors
fhaf are common to ail regenerative procedures ond ofher factors
that might be significant only in
certoin areas of regeneration, it
wos decided that the problem of
predicfabiiify wouid be best evaluafed by focusing on fhree common oppiicafions of GTR: Class II
furcations, intrabony defecfs, and
bone defecfs associated with
implants. A fourth area, critical to
successtui outcomes, was based
on the identificafion of those factors ttiat couid enhance the transfer ot informotion to the pafient in
ways that wouid improve fhe
patient's desire for, accepfonce of
mofivotion of, and compiionce
with regenerative fherapy.

General

principles

The generoi guiding principles and
sequence of tasks were similar to
those used for conflicf (esolufion:
(I) the overall goal was divided
info specific relevont and manageable focus areas; (2) specific
components of voriability or uncerfainty were idenfified: (3) consensus or disensus was reached on
each componenf by use of unbiased rules and anonymous expression of opinion so fhat each voter
hod on equal vote; (4) the influence of the dominoht opinion on
the finoi outcome was minimized;
and (S) the results of deliberations
and evaluations were piaced into
a specific frameworl<, and, for reasons ot accouhtabilify and dlsseminofion, the proceedings were
documented.

Reaching consensus: Use of
OpfionFinder Technology
OptionFinder
(OptionFinder
Technologies) is a computer based
audience-input system that allows
groups of participants to give their
opinions quickly and anonymously
on specific questions posed fo
them via a computer a n d displayed on a screen (Fig 2).
Questions sought fo defermine the
sfrength ot agreement or disagreement abouf a variety of issues,
including the efficacy, value, predictability, and validity of inferences, statements, ond recommendations. Ali parficiponfs
operoted a hand-held keypad
fhaf permitted them to send fheir
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vote by pressing a numbet on the
keypad. The vote was transmitted
via radio signol to a receiver,
where all responses were collated,
tabulated, and displayed for the
grcup to intetptet and discuss,
OptionFinder techr^ology hos
several advantoges over traditional face-to-foce group decisionmoking methods, because each
person's response is anonymous,
and traditional strong or dominant
personalities and their opinions ore
mitigated. Because all votes are
g'wen simultaneously, group pressure has no influerice. The quantitative tabulotion and disploy of
the voting permits the group to
determine the nature and strength
of disensus and allows for dissenting opinions ond
minority

Task force membership
To examine the evidence associated with a particular focus area,
the four task forces, or expert panels, were convened during o
period from March to June 1994.
Each task force was made
up of 10 to 13 experts, a ptofessionol focilitatot familiar with
OptionFinder technology, and a
support team. A chairperson and a
reviewer were chosen based on
their internotional recognition as
experts.

Membership in eoch of the
four task fotces was bosed on two
major factors: (1) familiarify with literature in the specific area of
focus, and (2) broad-based experience to allow for reptesenfation of
opinion and insight ocross a wide
spectrum of periodonfal care.
Individuals from France, Germany
Israel, Italy, Sweden, and the United
States provided diversity of opinion
ond experierice. The clinicians who
participated were primarily periodontists, except for the tosk force
on transloting ciinical outcomes
to patient volue. In thot tosk
force, multidisciplinary input was
received from general dentists,
dental hygienists. and office
administrators. Cliriicians expetieticed with regenerative treotment were chosen to give
a grassroots 'reality check."
Academicians participated because they were familiar with codifying, standardizing, and blending
dtt arid science so that informotion
could be transferred in a manner
thof incorporated sound principles
of education. Researchers provided a resource of knowledge
and familiarity with objective evaluation of new techriology. The support team consisted of a literoture
search expert and staff,
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Consensus development
<Fig 2)
Sfep I: Review of fhe evidence
Prior to ccnvening the task force,
the reviewer wos asked to critically
evaluate fhe relevant evidenoe
using the methods described
above, From this evoluotion, a summary report was drafted. Together
with individual copies of all of the
major citdtiotis, the report was sent
to each task force participant for
his or her own individuol review
and evaluation. Each task force
chairperson and reviewer met with
the program cochairs prior to the
actual review process to detetmitie the scope of the review.

Sfep 2: Convening of task force
The four itidividuol task forces met
for opproximately 2 days each during the period from March to June
1994 :i2-35 jf^g |Q3|^ forces were supported by a library of applicable
literature, on-line iitetature retrievol
capability, on electronic voting system, and audiovisual equipment.
The structural layout of the meeting room maximized group interaction. Rules of conduct, confidentiality, conflicts of iriterest, and
disclosure were made part of fhe
operating procedures. Of impcrtarice was the explicit opportunity
for "minority" or dissenfing reports
by anyorie at ony time during the
proceedings.
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Reaching Consensus

OptionFinder

h

Facilitator

Definitions'

Therapy"

Goals'

'Scale Used in Rating
1
3
5

Evidence'

Procedures*

"Scale Used in Ranking

Outcome substantially worse
No change
Outcome substantially better

t
5
9

Strong disagreement
Neutral
Strong agreement

¡I

Fig 2

Methodo!ogy for reachirig consensus.

Step 3: Definition of success
In dn etibrt to focus fhe task torce
process, consensus was sought on
exactly what constituted the
desired outcomes of freatment
(success). Previously, some clinicians referred tc this as endpoints
af therapy. Each task force was
asked tc clearly define (!) the clinical problem (ie. Class II furcation
detecf), (2) regenerafion, (3) treatment success, (4) the goals of
treatment, and (5) the methods
used to measure them.

Step 4: Development of outcomes tabies
The most important outcomes
(results) of therapy from bath the
patient's and clinician's points ot
view were determined. For eaoh
outcome, speoitio criteria tar measuring successtui attainment cf the
goals were listed,^^-'^ The basis for
this list was q combination ot evidence-based criteria, clinicdl judgment, a n d c o m m o n sense. For
example, gain in probing attachment level is a desired evidence
based outcome, while tooth retention in health and ccmtcrt wauld

be derived trom oommon sense.
Eaoh and every entry was voted
on (with OptionFinder), based on
the strength ot the available
oPjective evidence. When direct,
q u o t a b l e references were not
available, the basis for consensus
(or d¡sensus) wds oledrly quantified
and noted. Gaps in the ¡iterdture
were identitied and bridged with
expert Judgment and consensus.
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Step 5: Development of the evidence table
Armed with the goals of treatment
far the specific oiinicol indication
being evaiuated, a list of therapies
ttiat have Peen used tc treat that
clinicoi condition was proposed.
For each therapy, the evidence
that supports its efficocy was
debated, voted, and listed. The
agreed-upon therapies were then
evoluated (and voted on) as to
how predictably they couid
achieve eoch outcome based on
thQ evidence.^^'^^ The anaiyticai
process used in formuiating a conclusion (or vote) based on the evidence attempted in aii cases tc
follow the objectivity described in
ttie instructions: however, because
of the diversity of data, studies
couid not oiways be weighted
consistently. This vote related only
to the therapy being evaluated.
No comparisons between therapies were permitted ot this time.
This was fhe most difficult and timeconsuming phase of the task force
proceedings, because each outcome (goal of treatment) had to
be backed up by evidence. When
evidence wqs not direct or of the
quality needed to justify strong
support, the rating for that therapy
(as effective in accompiishing the
gool) was lower than that of other
therapies for which evidence was
avaiiable. In some instances, the
tqsk force decided not to vote on
outcome categories because of a
iack of evidence. In other task
forces, votes were taken, but o
natation wos made, indicating that
it was based on clinical experience, not on evidence.

The roting of the evidence
contained within this toble was
based on a discrete scaie of 1 fa 5
(see Fig 2). The arithmetic mean of
the voting was used os the finai
rating only after it wos determined
that o consensus wos oohieved.
This was contirmed by the tosk
force participonts through an evaiuotion of the frequency distribution
of votes in grophic form. After discussion and some revoting, any
rating with a wide distribution of
votes wos recorded. An opportunity tar recording a minority or dissenting opinion was provided.
in some cases, participants
abstained from vofing, and this
wos similorly noted.
Cnce the evidence table was
completed with a rating for eoch
therapy's obiiity to ochieve the
goal in question, a subjective ranJeing of the therapies was performed
on q discrete scaie of 1 to 9 (see
Fig 2). This provided on opportunity
for the participants to give a
"globai" oilnioal judgment as to
which theropy or therapies wauid
mast predictobly achieve the most
outcomes. Ranking appropriate
indications tor different procedures
have been used in medicine ih o
similar manner with general
acceptance.

Step 6: Development of algorithms (decision trees)
The findings trom the evaiuations of
ttie evidence were ttansferred into
oigorithms.^^"^^ The aigcrithm hos
received general acceptance os
a format for organizing a process
of thinking regarding alternatives
while providing visuai reinforce-
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ment. The method used by the task
foices wos derived by considering
severai approaches,'•^^•25,36,37
When possible, the algorithm was
onnotated to provide a iinkage
between oiternative pqthwoys
and the evidence that was used
to formulate the choices.
The therapy (or theropies) thot
received the tiighest ranking from
the evaluotion of the evidence
evaluation was (were) used as ttie
frame of reference for the deveiopment of five algorithms: (I) the
pretreatment patient seiection
algorithm, (2) the defect selection
algorithm, (3) the presurgicol olgorithm, (4) the surgery algorithm,
and (5) the postoperative algorithm. The degree of detail and the
strength ot recommendations contained within eooh algorithm varied oonsiderably because of the
voriobility of the strength of the
evidence that could be cited to
support a specific detoii of a particuiar recommendation. Wtien this
occurred, the strength of the evidence, or lock of it, was noted and
discussed in the narrative. Some
task forces aiso included a iist of
clinical guidelines based solely on
experience: these guidelines were
not considered to be evidencebosed but ere important nevertheless because they represent
common practice.
Where objective dato did not
exist and clinical experience suggested an area of importonoe, a
list of fopics was generated to provide direction for new research.
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Step 7: Compilation af a reference list
Affer the task force evaluated fhe
evidence, the individual citations
within the bibiicgrophy were
ranked occording fo their importance and value. The ranking wos
bosed on objective crlferia of evaluation, OS discussed eoriier. This
phase at the process aiiows clinicians fhe opportunity fa personally
evaluate selected references and
form fheir own opinions.

Step 8: Creotion af o summary
repart for peer review and pubiication
Following eoch fask force meefing,
the leaders and reviewers took the
modified fables and charts, along
with the supporting evidence, and
developed a summary reporf tc
synfhesize fhe consensus and findings of the task force. These reports
were submitted far peer review
and publicafion,^2-^^

Discussion
The process used to assess,
debate, rate, and rank the evidence and clinioal judgment was
semiobjective. It was rigorously
applied in its attempt to follow the
rules of evidence as presented in
the task torce proceedings. This
framework helped avoid fhe fraditional weaknesses of the narrative
review, which often includes lGci<
ot objective criteria for determining levels of evidence and potential for bias in article selection. The

methods used fo weight the qualify of evidence in fhe overoil conclusions were sef forth. The process
also helped fo identify gops in
knowledge, the lack of sfrong evidence, and the existence of
diverse opinions in many oreas.
However it was clear tt^af sufficient
evidenoe exists ta warrant and
support ttie use of regenerdtive
therapies for the treatment of a
voriety of indioafions. Now a basis
exists for enhanoing
the prediotobitity ot those treatments
based on critical evoiuotian of the
evidence.
The volidify of the evidencebased approach for periodonfal
and implanf fheropy has yet to be
defermined, Validify requires of
least three characferisfics: reproducibiiity, appropriafeness of fhe
quesfion, ond measurement of fhe
infended voriable,-*^-"^ The evidence-bosed mefhod presenfed
in fhis reporf meets fhese fhree criferia. The overaii quality of fhe
infcrmafion currenfiy available in
fhe peer-reviewed iiterafure on
GTR does nof readily permit fhe
defermination of quantifafive esfimates of freafmenf effecf such as
fhe poinf esfimate, oolculation of
confidence infervols, odds rafios,
cbsolufe ond relafive risk reduction, and other dofo dependent
measures,"'•'^•''ä-'"' On fhe ofher
hand, quontitative statisfical conclusions such as cost-ufilify
analysis,^'* regression analysis,
probabllify values, and ofhers, do
not subsfitute for clinical relevancy
qnd the powerful influence of individual pofient preferences,'''^'''''''*
Success for one pafient mqy not
be the same as success tor
anather patient,'''-^'

To furfher validate the evidence-based a p p r o o c h , longferm randomized ciinicai triols will
be required; their findings can be
used by clinicians to make better
quality decisions,^-^^'^^ ^ number of
shorf-term studies hove confirmed
that the evidence-based system
con be tought to medical studenfs. These sfudenfs are more up
fo date regarding currenf literature
guidelines ot medical freatment
thon ore traditionally taught students,'O'^'^ j^Q sfgpj outlined in
this report ore not the only woy in
which to evaluate the evidence. In
fhe context of this clinical subject
area, however, it represents the
most objecfive opproaoh to date
because if emphosizes a comprehensive evoluation of fhe available
empirical
a n d quantitative
evidence.
Tradeoffs between the specific
benefifs of regenerative treatmenf
and fhe ccsf of alternative freotments, including nonsurgical treotmenfs, ore being explored by
pafienfs ond payers,^'^ This is
another area in which the evidence-bosed approach is so
important, because it can enhance
fhe clinician's ability fo validate fhe
choice of fherapy,*•*•'*•''* * ^ "
Professionol compefency and
compefifiveness depend in part
on fhe abilify to provide high quality technologic service. To do this
predictably, the clinician must
know w h a t factors have been
associated with reproducibiiity and
predictability and then determine
the best ways to controi, use, or
integrate them into the actual
procedure, as opposed to merely
following recommendations based
on the unconfrolled clinical
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experience of pracfifioners which
may perpetuate the widespread
application of treofments thot
hove not been validated.^^s'
Quaiify-orlented clinicians will benefit from o more precise estimate
af predicfabiiify. For mosf practitioners, the magnitude of the beneficial effect from a specific treatment must not oniy be sufficient to
warrant its use but also must
provide value based on reasonable expectations of treatment
outcomes.
This opproach may provide a
source of empowerment, ollowing
proctifioners to independently
evaluate conflicting recommendations regarding patienf care by
using evidence as fhe basis for
decisions.'^•^° The results thot can
be derived from incorporating this
sysfem info pracfice must be ot
sufficient value fa overcome counteractive forces, such as informofion overload, habifual practice
patterns, and economic factors.'*

be whether or not the predictability of regenerative procedures
improves aver the current levels.
The application of the evidencebased approach fo regenerofive
and other denfoi treatments has
the potential to substontially
improve the quality ond efficiency
of care.
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